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Abstract-% paper describes the results of a s imcan t  re- 
search and development effort conducted at NASA Ames Re- 
search Center to develop new text mining techniques to dis- 
cover anomalies in free-text reports regarding system health 
and safety of two aerospace systems. We discuss two prob- 
lems of significant import in the aviation industry. The fist 
problem is that of automatic anomaly discovery about an 
aerospace system through the analysis of tens of thousands 
of free-text problem reports that are written about the sys- 
tem. The second problem that we address is that of automatic 
discovery of recurring anomalies, Le., anomalies that may be 
described m different ways by Werent authors, at varying 
times and under varying conditions, but that are truly about 
the same part of the system. The intent of recurring anom- 
aly identification is to determine project or system weak- 
ness or high-risk issues. The discovery of recurring anom- 
alies is a key goal in building safe, reliable, and cost-effective 
aerospace systems. 

We address the anomaly discovery problem on thousands of 
free-text reports using two strategies: (1) as an unsupervised 
learning problem where an algorithm takes 5ee-text reports 
as mput and automatically p u p s  them mto different bins, 
where each bin corresponds to a dserent unknown anomaly 
category; and (2) as a supervised learning problem where the 
algorithm classifies the free-text reports into one of a number 
of known anomaly categories. We then discuss the applica- 
tion of these methods to the problem of discovering recurring 
anomalies. In fkcc the special nature of recurring anomalies 
(very small clusta sizes) requires incorporating new methods 
and measures to enhance the original approach for anomaly 
detection. 

?& p a n t  0-a T=& z?f? t& identific&&n of recurring 
anomalies in problem reports concerning two aerospace sys- 
tems. The hst system is the Aviation Safety Reporting 
System (ASKS) database, which contains several hundred- 
thousand free text reports filed by commexcial pilots con- 
cerning safety issues on commercial airlines. The second 
aerospace system we analyze is the NASA Space Shuttle 
problem reports as represented in the CARS dataset, which 

consists of 7440 NASA Shutffe problem reports. We show 
signiscant classification accuracies on both of these systems 
as well as compare our results with reports classified into 
anomalies by field experts. 

Keywords-Target detection, adaptive tests, sequential detec- 
tion. 
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1. I~~TBODUCTION 
Aerospace systems have a voluminous amount of hfomtion 
in the form of structured and unstrnctured text documents, 
much of it specikidly relating to reports of anomalous be- 
havior of ~ craft subsystem(s), andlor crew. Mining this 
document database can result in the discovery of valuable m- 
f”-d&jz fqzZ&g sys&?a hdt& ~Q9j@~TiU 0- 

In this direction, content based clnstaing of these reports 
helps detect recurring anomalies and relations in problem re- 
ports that indicate larger systemic problems. ClnStaing and 
classification methods and results will be presented using the 
Aviation Safety Reporting Sysfem (ASRS) database. The 
clustering results for two standard publicly available datasets 
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%ill also be shown to d o w  method compafison to be per- 
formed by others. 

Clustering and classification techniqnes c a ~  be applied to 
group large amounts of data into known categoxies- The sec- 
ond problem addressed in this paper is to then antonomously 
identify recuning a n d e s .  This approach will be presented 
and results shown for the CARS dataset. This work has ex- 
tended uses, including post-analysis for miIitary, ktory, au- 
tomobite and aerospace indastries. 

2. BRIEF LOOK AT CLASSIFICATION METHODS 

A wide variety of methods in the field of machine l&g 
have been used to classify text documents. [ J o a c h ]  claiuns 
that most text ca tegbt ion  problems are linearly separable 
making them ideal candidates for Support Vector Machines 
(SVMs). In [I, he makes an attempt to bring out the statisti- 
cal simhity between the parametric and noa-parametric ap- 
proaches for classification. 

Non- Parametric Methods 

The non-parame&ic methods in the classification of text doc- 
uments are generally algorithms like Kmeans and Nearest 
Neighbor classification. Consider a set of data points dis- 
tributed in a d dimensional space. Kmeans chooses a set of 
initial points as the seeds. In step one, each document in the 
dataset is associated with that seed document to which it has 
the minimum Euclidean distance. This results in the clas- 
sificaton of documents into k clusters. In step 2, the seed 
associated with each cluster, is updated to the mean of all 
document vectors in that particular cluster. With the updated 
seeds, step 1 is repeated again and the process conhues it- 
eratively. The documents get assigned to dif€erent clusters 
and the seeds keep getting updated. The algorithm converges 
when either the seeds stop getting updated or the docomeJlts 
are no longer assigned to Werent clustas during each iter- 
ation. hi the following sections we will bring out how &is 
heuristic algorithm is related to the gaussian mixbare modeL 

Parametric Methods 

These can loosely be classified as a group of m e W s  that 
invoive pammeta eshtim. Any mixiwe mdeL in partic- 
u h ,  a mixtare of distributions from the exponatid family, 
can be considered a good example. The underlying random 
variable could be generated from any one of the W%utions 
in the mixhue model, urirla a probability equal to the prior 
pmbability associated with that particular distribntian. 

Gaussian Mixture MocEels 

The ganssian mixture model assumes that the text documents 
were generated usjng a mixtare of k gaussian distrib~tion~, 
each with its own parametas 0 

such that is the prior probability of the 
ith dislribution. Each density is representative of a parthdar 
category of donunents. E k e  are IC categories in a docu- 
ment database, then this sittiation can be typically modeled 
using a miXtnre model of k distributions. 

a.j = 1, where 

Ekpectution Manimization Algorithm and its application to 
Tkct Clamjfcalion 

The expectation maximkation algorithm is an iterative ap- 
proach b calculate the parametas of the model men- 
tioned above. It consists of two steps: The Expectation step 
OT Estep and Maximiation step or the M-step. In the E- 
step, the likelihood that the documents were generated using 
each dis~bution in the &We model i s  esthated. The doc- 
uments are assigned to that cluster whose representative prob- 
abiliw density function has the highest likelihood for gena- 
ating the document. This results in the classification of docu- 
ments into one of the n classes, eachrepresented by a pdcu-  
lar probability density function. In the M-step, the maximum 
likelihood estimates of the parameters of each distribution is 
calcnlated. This step uses the classification results of the M- 
step, where each class is assigned a set of documents. We 
will attempt to explain the E-step and Mstep in the context 
of the ganssian mixtore model. Let us assume dzat we have M 
data points that we want to fit using a mixture of K nnivari- 
ate Gaussian distributions with identical and known variance. 
The unknowns here are the parametas of the K gaussian dis- 
td~utions. Also the information on which data point was gen- 
erated using which of the distriiutions in the mix- is un- 
known. Each data point Y, is associated with K bidden vari- 
ables {wm,i, wm,2, wm,3r. . . , wm,b) whaew,,k = 1, i f L  
was generated using djstriiution k, ~th& wm,k = 0. The 
ML Estimate of the mean /.4k of the kth distribution is given 

The problem is that we know neither the value of /Ik nor the 
hidden variables w-k. 

E step: The expected vdues of the Wm,k are calcnlated, based 
on assamed values or current estimah of the gaussian para- 
meters p h .  



This cornsponds to chrstermg data points by minimizing the 
Euclidean distances in the k-means algorithm. 

M step: Using the Expected values OfW,,k them estimates 
of p k  are calculated. This corresponds to updating the seeds 
of clusters centers at every iteration of the k-means algorithm. 
Or in other words the M step corresponds to recalculating 
the seeds of the b e a n s  algorithm. The center of the cluster 
conresponds to the mean of all the documents or data points 
in the corresponding cluster. 

Thus the k-means algorithm is a special implementation of 
the Gaussian Mix- Model, which models the distribution 
of the underlying data points as a mixhue of Gaussian distri- 
butions. The parameters are determined by the iterative Ex- 
pectation Maximization (EM algorithmj of the log likelihood 
function. The algorithm, however, does not work on sparsely 
located data points in a high dimensional space. 

3. VECTOR SPACE MODEL 
The vector space model is a classical way of representing text 
docnments. This representation helps apply machine learn- 
ing techniques to document classification. A database of 
text documents can be represented in the form of a Bag Of 
Words (BOW) matrix. Each row of the BOW matrix rep- 
resents a document and the columns are given by the union 
of al l  words in all the documents. Each word is associated 
with a Term Frequency (TF), which is given by the total 
number of times a word occurs in the document Docament 
Frequency is deked as the total number of docnments in 
which the word wi occurs. The ( i ,  j)th cell of the BOW ma- 
trix corresponds to the TFIDF, which is the Term Frequency 
hvase  Document Freqaency of the jth md in the &a- 
ment. The TplDF is defined as: TFIDP = TP.IEF, where 
IDF(w+) = Zog(n/DF(wi)). 

Here n is the total number of documents in the document 
database. Thus each text document is represented as a point in 
a high dimensional vector space. The BOW matrix is of huge 
dimension and variety of techniques Eke Xncipk Compo- 
nent Analysis (PCA), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 
and Information Themetic approaches have been used to re- 
duce the dimensionality of the vector space. 

4. DIRECTIONAL STATISTICS 
Directional statistics is a field of statistics dealing with the 
statistical properties of directional random variables. For ex- 

ample, the random variable qresentjng the position of 3 
roulette wheel can be said to exhibit directional statistics. 

Fvhy Use Dil-ectional Distribution for Text Data 

The preprocessing step before applying the algorithm to text 
data involves normalization. The TFIDF document vectors 
are L2 normalized to make them anit nom. Here the as- 
sumption is that the direction of documents is suflicient to 
get good classification and hence by nomdization, the effect 
of the length of the documents if nullified. For Eg: 'Itnro doc- 
mats - one smd, one lengthy - on the same topic will have 
the same direction and hence put in the same cluster. If the 
dimension of the vector space before normidkition is Rd, 
the unit normalized data lives on a sphere in an Rd-' dimen- 
sional space. Since it is sphexical data, it is more appropriate 
to use directional distributions. 

The von Mises Fisher Distribution 

Von NIises Fisher distribution is one of the directional distrib- 
utions, It was developed by Vim Mises to study the deviations 
of measured atomic weights from integer valms. Its impor- 
tance in statistical inference on a circle is almost the same as 
that of the n o d  distribution on a h e .  

VMF distribution for a two dimensional circular Random 
Variable: A cirdar random variable 0 is said to follow a von 
Mises Distribation if its p.d.f. is given by: 

where &(E) is the modiiied bessel function of the first kind 
and order zero. The parameter po is the mean direction while 
the parameta IE is described as the concentration parameter. 
A unit random vector x is said to have d variate von Mises- 
Fisher dislxibntion if its pdf iS: 

where11 p 11 and /s 2 0. The closed form expression for /s is 
given by: 

The Choice of VA4F among all other spheric& distributions 

This section analyzes the appropriateness of nsiug the Von 
Mises Distribution for text classification among all other 
spherical disttiiutions. Is there a Central limit theorem(CLT) 



for Directional data? Does it correspond to the CLT for Ron- 
directionat data? For data on a line, the CLT says &at the 
Normal distribntion is the limiting distribntion. Whereas for 
directional data, the limiting distriiution of the sum of n in- 
dependent random variables is given by the Unifbrm Distri- 
bution. In spite of this, the Unifom Distriimtion is hardly a 
contender for modeling directional dab {4J. 

Relation to bivariate normal dishiiution: The VMF shows 
several analogies to the prop& of the n o d  distribution. 
Due to space limiQtions we will discuss briefly a few of such 
analogies. MaximMl Likelihood Ckactixkation: Consider 
the distribution of a random vafiable on the real line. Let 
f(z - p) represent the distriiution where p is the mean. The 
maximum likelihood estimate for p is given by the sample 
mean if and only if the disifibntion i s  gaussh. Simhly, for 
a random variable S on a circle, let tfie M o n a l  disbiution 
be given by g(S - po). TfieMaximnm Likelihood estimate 
far the mean po is given by the sample mean xo, if and only if 
the directional distribution is given by the VMF distdmtion. 
Maximum Entropy Characterization: Given a k e d  mean and 
v&ce for a random variable x, the Gaussian is the distri- 
bution tbat maximizes the entropy. Likewise given a k e d  
circular viuiance and mean direction po the VNF distribution 
maximjzes the entmpy. 

Unfortunately there is no distribution for directional data 
which bas all pf~peaies analogous to the keax normal distri- 
bution. The VMF has some but not all of the deshable prop- 
erties. The wrapped normal distribution is a strong conkidex 
to W. But the tTMF provitks simpler ML estimates. AIso 
the VMF is more tractable while doing hypothesis testing. 
Hence the use of W over other rlirectiod distributions is 
justXed. 

5. THe VMF ALGORITHM 
In this section we will discuss the theory behind modeling 
the text documents as a mixture model of VlMF distributions. 
Consider a mixture model consisthg of K VMF distributions 
similar to (1). Each dishiiution is attributed a prior probabil- 
ity of LYI, with EL, CUI, = 1 and *I, 2 0. It is given by: 

~ - 8  = (al,~2 ,..., ak,el,& ,..., & j .  9 = ( p , E j .  
Let 2 = (21, ,,-.z~} be the hidden variables associatedwiih 
thedonrmentvedarsx = { ~ 3 . , ~ 2  ,... ,xN}. 9 = Ic,ifthe 
docmnent vector xi was generated &om &e kth VMF distrii 
utio~. Assnming that the distribntion of thehidden variables 
p(k,/x, 43) = p(zi = k/x = xi, S) is h o w  the complete 
log likelihood of the data is given by with expectation taken 
over the d ibut ion  p, is given b y  

K N  

Ic=l irl 

The Maximiztim Step: In the parameter estimation step or 
maximization step, we estimate 8 by maximizing (8). By 
Qking partial derivatives of (8) wxt the parametas, the ML 
estimates axe given by: 

(9) 

The ML update for K, obtained after ;ylproximations is given 

(11) 

The Expectation Step: AssUaing that the ML updates cal- 
culated from the above step are mt, the expectation step, 
updates &e distribution of the bidden variables 2. Bere are 
two ways of assigning the documents to clusters: the soft and 
hard assignments. The dishJbnton of the hidden variables as 
considered in the soft assigoment scheme: 

Under the hard assignment scheme, the update equations a ~ e  
given by: 

q(k/x;, a) = 1 if k = u r g m z I , ~ q f ~ / x i ,  8) 
0, OtheFWise (13) 

So accordhg to (13), the documents either belong to a cluster 
or they do not Thexe is no notion of the documents belonging 

the document and cluster domains. In practise this may be 
disadvantageous because some data sets like the Resters data 
set have mnlti-labeled documents. Few of the most popular 
classes in theReuters dataset are ACQ, CORN, WHEM and 
E M .  In this case, there are documents that belong to ACQ, 
EARN and WHEAT. It would be impossible to get this kind 
of categorization using the hant assignment scheme. 

io sevdd&m. Pm isin OE& tG rm,y -+*pi??? betweal 



6. ROBUSTNESS OF THE ALGORITHM 

Although the update equations for the VMP algorithm de- 
rived in the previous section have closed fpm expressions, 
when the dimensionality of the vector space expands, the 4- 
culations become untractable because of the huge numbers 
involved. This gave simulation issues when the algorithms 
were implemented. So in order to overcome this problem, 
mathematical approximations were plugged into the update 
equations. For a modilied bessel fanction of the first kind and 
order n, for large x, b e d  n and x >> n, the approximation 
is given as follows: 

7. DATASETS USED 
We have experimented with sevaal data sets standardly used 
for text classification. 
The 20 News Groups data set: It is a collection of 19997 
documents belonging to 20 different news groups. Since the 
documents in this dataset are primarily email messages, head- 
ers such as from, to, subject, organization etc were removed 
in the preprocessing step. We had an extensive stop word 
list, which was also removed from the documents. We tried 
to eliminate as many special characters as possible in order 
not to skew the results of the clustering algorithm. Removing 
these helps in dimertsionafty reduction. We were interested 
only in the body of the messages to keep it a free text classi- 
fication exercise. 

The Diff3 and Sim3 datasets were created &om the 20 New- 
Groups dataset, to vaify the performance of the algorithm in 
well sepmted classes of documents and documents classes 
that are closely related to each other in tenns of content Also 
the size of the dataset has a bearing on the classiiication ac- 
curacy. The more the number of samples to learn the distrib- 
ution, the better the ClassScation r d t s .  So the sim3-smd 
and difB-Small datasets are created with only 1W dacnments 
from each class in them. 

The CARS Data set The cars dataset is a collection of prob- 
lem reports generated by engheers in merent fields for the 
problems in the shuttle. It contains .... documents with a total 
of .... words in it. 

The Reuters dataset It is the most widely used dataset in text 
categoriZation research. It is a collection of 21578 documents 
each belonging to multiple classes. 

The YahooNews Groups Dataset This dataset consists of a 
collection of 2340 documents belonging to 20 different cate- 

$ 

gories. 

5 8. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Mutual Infomation: Mutual Infoxmation is used as the crite- 
ria for comparing the performance of the merent methods on 
the various data sets. Consider two random variables x and y. 
M u W  Information & generally used in Statisrics to measure 
the degree of %omtion that be obtained about one random 
variable by knowing the value of another random variable- 
Let p ( z )  and p(y) be the marginal distributions of 2 and y 
and let the joint distribution be p ( z ,  y). The M U M  h f o m -  
tion between z and y is defined as: 

We used the Mutual Infomation between the vector of class 
labels vector produced by the algorithms and the actual class 
labels of the documents as the criterion to compare the per- 
formance of the different algorithms. 

To be included Perfonnance Curves: Comparison of VMF 
Vs Kmeans: Mutual Infommtion Vs the Number of chsters 
(averaged over 20 iterations) 

20 News Groups Diff3 Dataset 
20 News G~oups Sim3 Dataset 
S m a l l S i  

Yahoo News Groups 
ReutersDataset 

SmallDiff3 

Confusion Matrices to be included Classiiication confusion 
matrices for some 1 all of the above datasets. 

Also examples of the top frequency words in each cluster and 
how they can be representative keywords <for the clusters can 
be included. 

9. TEXT CLASSlHCATION OF FLIGHT REPORTS 
TO OCCURRING ANOMALIES 

Problem Definition 

After each commercial flight in the US, a report is written 
on that fiight describing how the flight went and whether any 
anomalo~s events have happened. There is a number of pre- 
defined a n o d e s  which can occur in the aircraft during a 
flight The goal of text classification is to develop a system 
that based on the semantic meaning of a report infers which, 
if any, anomalies have occurred during a fiight for which a 
report has been written. 
%e v i d  2: fie semtic !e~d has a A d y  been done and 
we are given the reports in a ”bag of wordsltems”, which 
Catains for all reports their tenns, extracted by Natural Lan- 
guage Processing methods, and the comsponding frequen- 
cies of the terms. There are a total of 20,696 reports, a tod 
of 28,138 distinct terms, and a total of 62 diffaent anom- 
alies. The anomalies are named with their codes ranging ikom 
413 to 474. A report can have between 0 and 12 a n o d e s .  



het l ier  a particular anomaly has occurred or not is labeled 
by 1 and 0 respectively in the training data set Most reports 
(over 90 % of them) contain more than 1 anomaly, with the 
most common group of reports containing exactly 2 anom- 
alies (5,048 reports). The most frequent anomaly occurs in 
almost half of the reports. 

System Overview 

By mmhg association d e s  on the anomaly labels, we found 
out that &ere is not any strong correlation among Merent 
anomalies. We concluded that each anomaly has to be treated 
individually. We, thus, &at the multi-label classification 
problem as a binary classification problem for every anom- 
aly. As an initial step we pick to work with 12 of the 62 
anomalies and try to h d  a classifier that will perform best 
for each of them. Our approach can be summarized in three 
main phases. In the first phase we load the data into a data- 
base, coIIect statistics on it for the purposes of stadying the 
data, then remove the tams with very low fkequency. In the 
second phase we nm common featme selection algorithms to 
reduce the feature space by picking the best terms for every 
anomaly. In the final phase we experiment with several com- 
monly used for test classification algorithms, such as Support 
Vector Machines, Naive Bayes, AdaBoost, Linear Discrim- 
inant Analysis (LDA), Logistic Regression, implemented in 
the open-source packages WEKA [ 11, SVM-light 121 and R. 
We show convincingly that SVM, with an RBF kernel in 
particular, performs best for this particular text classificalion 
problem. Figure 4.1 summarizes our architecture. 

Figure 1. System Architecture 
by 

Removal of low frequency terms 

We remove aii tenns, regdiess of their frequencies, w%ch 
appear in exactly one report The intuition behind this is that 
those terms are not fmpent enough to be used for training 
and will most likely be never seen in the test data. Also, since 
even the low frequent anomalies occur in at least hundreds of 
reports, we do not expect much contribution of the rare terms 
to the classification problem. Afta the removal of those rare 
terms, the total nmber of terms left is 17,142. 
/- 

Feature Selection 

In this phase we perform fealnre reduction by selecting the 
most informative terms for every anomaly [3[6]. We use the 
Information Gain criterion to rank the terms according to how 
infonnative they are for a specific anomaly: 

IG(class, term) = H(class) - H(class1term) (16) 

where H(cZass) denotes the entropy of a specific anomaly, 
and H(&ssJterm) denotes the conditional entmpy of an 
anomaly given a particular term. For every anomaly we ex- 
perimentally find out which is the optimal nlzmber of terms. 
This is an iterative process and includes picking diffaent 
numbers of best terms for each anomaly and then running 
several different clasaers and analyzing the performance re- 
sults. For some anomalies it is best to keep the top 1000 
ranked terms out of 17,142 and for some others this num- 
ber is 500 or 1500. For efficiency purposes we set 1500 as 
an upper threshold of the number of terms we would work 
with. Working with just the best 500,1000, or 1500 terms for 
each anomaly helps speed up the classification process and 
at the same time increases the classification accuracy. Figure 
4.2 shows comparison of the F-Measure (the harmonic mean 
between precision and recall) results of the class of reports 
having an anomaly, when different nmber of best terms is 
picked for each anomaly. The classifier used for that compar- 
ison is SVM with a hear kernel and default parameters. 

F-Mewnre Compafison 41% Anonaloiis Repons 

gown r 

Figure 2. Figure 4.2. Number of terms, comparison 
bl. 

An observation is that anomalies that are not o c c d g  so 
frequently are classified more accurately with less number of 
terms. This seems rather reasonable since it makes sense that 
less fiequently occuning anomalies would be described well 
enough with just a few terms. 

Expenmerating with d$J&ent clawfirs 

After we select the optimal number of terms for each anom- 
aly, we test M a e n t  methods for classification. We experi- 
ment with Naive Bayes, Adaboost, SVM, LDA, Logistic Re- 
gression. At that point we want to fhd which method would 
give the best classification accuracy across all anomalies. The 



histogram in Figure 4.3 shows the comparison on the Overall 
Precision (both classes) for those methods: 

Overall Precision 1 

OSIH wo(c inear 

loo% 

80% 

60% 

42% 

20% 

0% 
413 41 7 419 421 430 447 450 451 453 462 466 468 

I anornailer 

Figure 3. Figure 4.3. Classifiers Comparison 
bY 

We use the implementation of SVM in both Weka and SVM- 
light, and the Weka implementations of Naive Bayes and Ad- 
aI3oost with base leamer Naive Bayes. SVM with a hea r  
kernel performs best on all anomalies. We, therefore choose 
to experiment further mainly with the S V M  class%er, al- 
though later we do make comparisons with two other com- 
mon class%cation methods - LDA and Logistic Regression. 

Support Vector Machines for text classijication 

Support Vector Machines are based on the strnCtmrat risk min- 
imization principle from statistical learning theory [3]. In 
their basic form SVMs learn linear decision rules h(x) = 
sign(w’2) described by a weight vector w’ and a tbresh- 
old b. Input is a sample on n training examples S, = 
((xi,g), ..., (x;, y;)), 6 E R”,G E {-l,+l}. For a lin- 
early separable S,, the SVM finds the hyperplane with max- 
imum Euclidean &tan? 6 to the closest tminhg examples. 
For non-separable training sets, the amount of training error 
is measnred using slack variables ti. Computing the hyper- 
plane is equivalent to solving an optimization problem: 

n 

minimize : V(5,  b, 4 = 1/2GG f C Q (17) 
i=l 

subject to : b’Ll : yi[GZ + b] 2 1 - (18) 

The conshints (2) require that all training examples are clas- 
ssed correctly up to some slack ti. If a training example lies 
on the wrong side of the hyperplane, the comsponding is 
greater or equal to 1. Therefore, EL1 is an upper hound 
on the number of training errors. The parameter C in (1) al- 
lows ‘trading off training error and model complexity. 

S W s  work well in text classification [4] for a number o$ 
reasons: 

1. Text normally has high dimensional input space. SVMs 
use overfitting protection which does not depend on the num- 
ber of featares and therefoxe have the potential to handle large 
feature spaces. 
2. Document vectors are sparse and SVMs are well suited for 
problems with sparse instances. 
3. Most text classilication problems a~ linearly separable. 
SVMs easily find finear (and for that matter polynomial, RBF, 
etc) separators. 

SVMs can be implemented with Werent kemels and for the 
task of Text classi.lication most popular are thelinear, polyno- 
mial and RBF kernels. We experiment with all those kernels 
after we normalized the frequencies of terms remaining af- 
ter the feature reduction. Let f& be the hquency of term ti 
in document dj. Then based on our normalization, the new 
frequency f& of every tam is: 

Our normalization differs fiom the unit length normalization, 
which we also tried but did not obtain desirable results. We 
experiment with the kemels that we mentioned above and re- 
sults of the anomalous class F-Measure are shown in Figure 
4.4. As one can observe, RBF kernel works best for almost all 
anomalies. In Figure 4.5 we show the recall-precision graph 
for one of the anomalies (code 413). It is evident from the 
graph that for a relatively low recall we can achieve very high 
precision. 

I Kernels Comparison. Anomalous F-Msasur: Namralized Daaset 

I I 

Eigure 4. Figare 4.4. Kemeis comparison 
bY 

Resalts of the break-even point (precision = reell) for all 
anomalies are presented in Figure 4.6. From those results, we 
can conclude that for some anomalies we get lower quality 
predictions than for others. In other words, some anomalies 



commonly used by sta l is tkhs LDA and Logistic Regression 
C M m .  

Eigure 5. Figure 4.5. Recall-Precision graph for anomaly 
413 

are much harder to classifj tban others. The problem with 
the harder to classify anomalies can be related to the initial 
"bag of words" where the tern picked for those anomalies 
are apparently not descriptive enough. 

Figure 6. Figure 4.6. Break-even point for the anomalous 
class of 12 m o d e s ,  SVM 

The SVM training and classiliation are very fast in the SVM- 
light package. T&g and 2-fold cross validation on 20,696 
reports takes about 2 minutes on average on a 2 Ghz Pentimn 
El Wmdows machine with 512MB of RAM. 

S'F? results comparisons with J ~ D A  and Logistic Regressicn 
results 

Onr emphasis is to predict accurately especially on the class 
that contains a specific anomaly. In other words, we want to 
be particularly accurate when we predict that an anomaly is 
present in a report We dl that the anomalous class. Since 
t&e h T ~ e m y  of a m d e s  across reports varies &om about 
50% to less than 1%, we want to get both high precision and 
high recall on the anomalous class. That is why we deem 
using the break-even point of the anomalous class as an eval- 
nation metric to be the most meaninglid method of evaluating 
our results. In Figure 4.7 we show the break+ven comparison 
of the SVM (RBP kemel) d t s  on the 12 anomdies shown 
above Figure 4.6) with the break-even ~ s u l t s  obtained from 

Figure 7. Figure 4.7. Breakeven point for the anomalous 
class of 12 anomalies, comparison among SVM, LDA, Lo- 
gistic 

The results obtained with SVM with an RBF kemel are very 
good with average anomalous break-even point for all anom- 
alies of 63% and highest of 78%. The non-anomalous average 
break-point is at the 90%+ level. The break-even results using 
LDA and Logistic have weighted average anomalous break - 
even points of 57.26% and 49.78% respectively. Moreover, 
using Logistic, on 4 of the 12 anomalies, a breakeven point 
could not be produd, and using LDA on 1 of the 12 anom- 
alies. "he robust SVM classifier easily produces break-even 
points for all anomalies. On each of the 12 anomalies it out- 
performs LDA by 5%-7% on average and Logistic by 10%- 
15% on average. 

. 

10. RECURRING ANOMALY DETECTION 
The Reaming anomaly detection problem that we address in 
this paper is as follows. Given a set of N documents, where 
each document is a h e  text English document that describes 
a problem, an obseryation, a treatment, a study, or some other 
aspect of the vehicle, automatically identify a set of poten- 
tial recurring anomalies in the reports. Note that for many 
applications, lfie carpus is too large for a single person to 
readmderstand, and analyze by hand. Thus, while engineers 
and technicians can and do read and analyze all documents 
that are relevant to their spe&c subsystem, it is possible that 
other documents, which are not directly related to their sab- 
system s t i l l  discuss problems in the subsystem. While these 
issues could be addressed to some degree with the addition of 
stmctured data, it is unlikely that all suchrelationships would 
be capturd in the stractored data. Therefore, we need to de- 
velq methods to uncover r e c d g  anomdies that may be 
buried in these large text stories. Overall recurring anomaly 
detection helps to identify system weakness and avoid high- 
risk issues. The discovery of recnrdng anomalies is a key 
goal in building safe, reliable, and cost-effective aerospace 
systems. Furthennofe, reaming anomaly detection can be 
applied to other domain , such as computer network security 
and health care management. 



From the research perspective, recurring anomaly detection 
is an unsupervised learning problem. The task of recurring 
anomaly detection has not been addressed by prior work, be- 
cause of the nnipe sbtoctnre of the problem. The research 
most closely related to recurring anomaly detection is per- 
haps the Novelty and Redundancy Detection in Adaptive Fil- 
tering. [7l. A novelty and redundancy detection distinguishes 
among relevant documents that contain new (novel) informa- 
tion and relevant documents that do not ~ The definition of 
recurring anomaly in ow problem matches the definition of 
redundancy. The differencebetween them lies in two aspects: 
1. Novelty and Redundancy Detection processes the docu- 
ments in sequence, and recurring anomaly detection does not 
2. Recurring Anomaly Detection groups r e c d g  anomalies 
into chsters, and Novelty detection does not. Another re- 
search field related to recurring anomaly detection is rem- 
spective event detection task in Topic Detection and Tracking 
181 [9]. The retrospective detection task is defined to be the 
task of identifying all  of the events in a corpus of story. Re- 
&g anomaly detection task diffas &om their .task in hav- 
ing many single document clusters. However, the similarity 
of the tasks are worth exploring, and several methods we in- 
vestigated are motivated by their work. ‘€he core part of ow 
work is the similarity measures between statistical distribu- 
tions. There has been much work on similarity measures. A 
complete study on distriiutional similadty measures is pre- 
sented by [lo]. 

Langmge Madels and Sirnilan’ty Measures 

There are two general approaches to measure the similar- 
ity between documents: non statistical method and statistical 
method. One of the typical non statistical methods is cosine 
distance, which is a symmetric measure related b the angle 
between two vectors. It is essentialJ.y the h e r  product of &e 
normaIized document vecton. If we present document d as a 
vector d = ( w ~ ( d ) , w z ( d ) , ,  . . , ~ ~ ( d ) ) ~ ,  t h a  

The statistical method is to measure the similarity between 
iWereRt distributions. Each distribution generates one docu- 
ment, while in the generative model we used in the previous 
sectim each distribution generates a cluster of documents. In 
our recurring anomaly detection problem, there are many sin- 
gle document clusters. Zn a statistical sense, single document 
cluster is a single sample generated by the underlying distrii- 
ution. The reason that we do not use von Mises Fisher 0 
distribution, which we used m the previous secticm, is that we 
czz llnt &h?e  &e mearm and the variance d e s s  we have 
certain amount of data in each cluster. To estimate the pa- 
rameters of VMF distribution with single sample retams the 
mean as the document vector itself and zero variance. 

The statistical hgnage model used in most previous work 
is the nnigram model. This is the multinomial model which 
assigns the probability of the occurrence of each word in the 
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document 9 

W i  

where p(wi, d )  is the probability that word i occllTed in doc- 
ument d, and t f (wi , d )  indicates how many times word i oc- 
cured in the documents. 

Clearly, now the pmblem essentially reduced to a multino- 
mial distribution parameter estimation problem. The maxi- 
mum likelihood estimation of the probability of a word oc- 
curring k the domment is 

Furthermore, we use an algorithm based on generative model 
of document creation. This new mixtare word model mea- 
sure is based on a novel view of how relevant documents are 
generated. We assume each recurring anomaly document is 
generated by the mixme of three language models: a general 
English language model, a user-specific Topic model, and 
a document-specific information model. Each word is gen- 
erated by each of the three language models with probability 
AEJT and Adcme respectively: 

For instance, in a short document ”the airplane engine has 
some electric problems.”, the words “the” , “is” and “some” 
probably come from the general English model, words such 
as “airplane” and “problem” are likely generated &om the 
Topic model, and the words “engine” and “electric” are gen- 
erated &om the new information model . Because all the doc- 
uments are anomaly reports on airplane, the documents are 
likely to contain words like “airplane” and “problem”. The 
Momtion contained in the d o w e n t  specific model is use- 
ful to detect reCnrring anomalies caused by Werent prob- 
lem. So only measarjng the similarity between the document 
specific models makes the reaming anomaly detection more 
accurate. 

If we fiK &,AT and Adeore, then there exists a unique opti- 
mal value for the document core model that maximizes the 
likelihood of the document. 

We employ quick a l g o r i k  based on Lagrange multiplier 
method to find the exact optimal solution, given fixed mix- 
ture weights [ll]. 

We need some metrics to measnre the similarity between 
multinomial distributions. Kullback-Leibler divergence, a 



h b u t i o n a l  SimiEadty measnre, is one way to measure the 
simihrity of one multinomial distribution given another. 

Dekcted 

The problem with KL divergence is that if a woni never oc- 
curs in document, it will get a zero probab%typ(wifd) = 0 .  
Thus a word m not in dt but m d j  willcanse KL(@&, Bd,) = 
co. 

Labeled by Expert Not Labeled by Expert 
K T C  3-+ 1I 

To avoid the singolarity of KL divergence, we resort to other 
measurements: Jensen-Shannon &vergence, Joccard's Coef- 
ficient and skew divergence. Jensen-Shanon divergence [lo] 
bas been proved to be a usefal symmetric measare of the dis- 
tance between dishribntons 

We atso employ skew divergence [lo] ?o measafe the sWa- 
ity between two discrete distxibutions. Skew divergence is an 
asymmetric generalization of the K L  divergence, 

Note that at a = 1 , the skew divergence k exactly the KL. di- 
vergence, and at a = 0.5 ,,the skew divergenceis twice one of 
the summan& of Jesen-Shannon dkergence . In our experi- 
ment, we choose a: = 0.99 to approximate the KL divergence 
dnd avoid singularity. 

The Joccrurt's coefficient differs from all the other measnres. 
We consider m that it is essentially combmatmial, being 
based only on the sizes of the supports of document speei6c 
distn'bnton rather than the actual value of the d i ~ t ~ i b ~ t i ~ ~  

Based on the similarity measurement between anomaly 
doaments, we apply agglomerative hierarchical clustming 
method to partion the documents. The aggolomemtive hi- 
erachial8lgorithm produces a bmary tree of clusters in a 
bottom-up fashion: the leaf nodes tree are single document 
clustas: a middle-kvd node is the centtiod of the two most 
proximate lower level clusters; and the root node of the tree 
is & e x n i v d  clwtm which contains al l  the documents. The 
aggolomemtive hiemdial chstering method we appy is sin- 
gle linkzige chsterhg. The defining f m  of the method 
is that similarity between grgroups is defined as the similarity 
between the closest pak of objects, where only p a b  consist- 
ing of one object fkom ea& p u p  are considered We set 
up a threshold on the simkity to obtain the parition which 
yielded the optimal result 

New Perfonname Measures for Recurring Anomalies 

The recnning anomaly detection problem can be decomposed 
hto two parts: detecting recurring an- and ckastering 
recurtjng anomalies, so &ere is a need for d i f f m t  perfor- 
mance measures. Now we present a simple example to mdi- 
cate the need for the new performance measnte. 

Sappose we only have 10 anomaly documents. In the column 
' ' ~ ~  in table 1, we see that our algorithm groups the 
docmnents into 4 ckstas. The column '%xperf' shows the 
expertclnskringrer;nlts. 

Table 1. Simple clnsterh.lg example for iIlmtrating new 
performancemeasare 

I 1 Algoritb 1 Expert 1 

Cluster3 

h this example the algorithm has made the following mis- 
takes: missing recmring anomaly 8; dewling non r d g  
anomalies 5 and 6; s e p m h g  reCnrring anomalies 1,2,3,4 
into two clusters; separating recnning anomalies 9,lO into 
two clusters and combining reaming a n o d e s  1 2 3  mto 
one cluster. So we snmmarize the mistakes mto four cate- 
gories: 1.missing recnning anomaly, 2.detecting non recur- 
ring anomaly. 3.separating same kind of recnning anomalies 

ring anomalies kto one clwter. The standard precision and 
recaU measure can only c h a r a c e  the first twb mistakes, 
so we need to devise another metric to measare the last two 
mistakes. In om problem, 

into different clnstas. 4,~ombining different kinds of recur- 

J?+ 
La. 

Precision = R+ + N+ 

R+ + R- R d =  

The number of anomalies which are both detected by algo- 
rithm and labeled by expert is 6. The number of a n o d e s  



detected by algorithm is 9, and the number of anomalies la- 
beled by expert is 8. So the precision is 0.67 and the r e d  is 
0.75. 

Cluster1 
Cluster2 

Algorithm Expert 
1,2,5 1,2,3,4 
3,4 5 

score for separation is 1/2+1+1/2=2. TO no rmhe  the scodt 
we divide it by the number of clusters in the expert dt. So 
the nomalized misseparation score is 0.75. The miscombi- 
nation score is dculated in the inverse direction. 

Experimental Results 

The aerospace system we analyzed is the NASA Space Shut- 
tle problem reports as represented m the CARS dataset, which 
consists of 7440 NASA Shuffle problem reports. These re- 
ports come h m  the thee subsystems. 

Some do& experts read the anomaly reports and provide 
a clustering results. According to their results , among total 
7440 reports, &e are 1553 recurring anodes. which are 
grouped into 366 clnsters. Consequently, there are 7440 - 
1553 = 5887 single document clusters, which make this 
prqblem distinct. 

Cluster3 

To measure the mistakes that caused by separating same kind 
of recuring anomalies into dBerent clusters, we add up the 
reciprocal of the number of splited clusters and normalized by 
the total number of clusters in expert result. If the algorithm 
result exactly match the expert result, we get score 1. The 
score decreases as the number of splited cluster mcreases. 
The other point view of the miscombmation by algorithm 
is misseparation by expert.. So we use the same scheme but 
based on algorithm result to calculate mixombination score. 
The method to score the misseparation and miscombination 
is defined as following, 

1 
Cexpertcluster NSA 

N E  
Misseparation = 

N A  Miscombination = 

where 

NSA = number of expert clusters which contain the 

NSE = number of expert clusters which contain the 
a n o d e s  in each algorithm cluster 

anomalies in each algorithm cluster 
9- = mahex nf cbstms in expert result 
NA = number of clusters in algorithm result 

It's betta to understand the measare scheme by explaining it 
with the example. The algorithm separates anomaly 1,2,  3 
and 4 in expert cluster 1 into 2 clnsters, so the missepdon 
score for this cluster is 112; the misseparation score for expert 
cluster 2 is 1; and the score for cluster 3 is 1/2. The overall 
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Figure 8. 
CARS Data 

Comparing Precision and Recall Meam- OR 
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Figure 9. 
Measure on CARS Data 

Comparing Misseparation anU IvIiscombinauon 

Four similarity measures :cosine distance, skew divergence, 
jenson-shon divergence and joccard's coescient are com- 
pared on the CARS data set. Figare 8 andFigare 9 summarize 
the effectiveness of four similarity measwe schemes. 



&e skew divergence based on word mixture model and the 
cosine distance are very effective, In general, they outper- 
forms all the oiher methods. The Joccard‘s coefficient mea- 
sure is the least accurate. It is very saprise that the tradi- 
tional cosine simhity metric is very effective, because co- 
sipe sirnilarty is Iess well-justified theoretically than the lan- 
guage modeling approach. However, cosine similarity has 
been demonstrated many times and over many tasks to be a 
robust similarity metric. Our resdts add recurring anomaly 
detection to the long list for which it is effective. In the region 
, where recall ranges h m  0.55 to 0.85, the skew divergence 
is most accurate. This region satisfies the user requirements: 
relatively high recall and low precision. 

To testify the effectiveness of the word mixtare model, we 
compared the performance of skew divergence measure based 
on mixture model and general language model. The results 
are shown m Figure 10 aqd Figure 11. We see that the mixture 
model result is consistently more accurate than the general 
model. 

4 - L c s w  * Skew dverg divergence encs based based on dn mxlure general model m o h j  1 
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Figure 10. 
Mixture Model 

Comparing Precision and Recall Measure for 
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Figure 11. Comparing Misseparation and Miscornbination 
for Mixtnre Model 

I 1. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
@@cult to Classifi Anomalies: 

We presented an experimental comparison of the state of the 
art techniques for text classification, applied to the problem 
of classifying flight reports to predefined categories of oum- 
ring anomalies. Starting from the ’%bag ofiword”, applyixig 
feature reduction techniques and using an SVM classifier, we 
obtain very good results for some anomalies in tams of both 
precision and recall However, for some other anomalies .this 
model does not prodnce snch high levels of desired accmacy. 
As mentioned above, the problem with the harder to classify 
anomalies can be related to the initial ’%ag 0% words” where 
the terms picked for those anomalies by the natural language 
processing methods are not descriptive enough. We plan to 
investigate the initial reports contents and find NLP methods 
suited paaicnlarly to do better on the currently harder to clas- 
sify anomalies. We can also address the problem by making 
suggestions at the base level of how the reports themselves 
should be written, paaicularly when describing events suchas 
those anomalies which are d B c d t  to classify at %e present 
time with &e amently given ”bag of words”. 

Future dirzction: Semm2tics or Statistics? 

Semantics or statistics? This is a question which has pvz- 
zled everyone working in text mining field. For Reaming 
anomaly detection on airplane problem reports , finding the 
semantics between documents is much more important than 
devising a good statistical hguage model. Because our data 
set has quite a few documents, which is written in a way such 
as ” this problem is similar to another problem”. Any statis- 
tical language model based on bag of word matrix does not 
embody such information. 

We call the word ”similar to” ”refer to ” as trigger word. If we 
could detect the documents which contain trigger word and 
also indicate a connection to other documents, we wiU have a 
tremendous improvement on the performance of our system. 
We checked the d t s  and found that a large amount of the 
recurring anomalies which have not been detected by the al- 
gorithm are the documents that have trigger words. However, 
the algorithm also found quite a few r e c d g  anomalies that 
the experts has not found, so we sent our results to the experts 
to reevaluate. 

To detect the documents which contain trigger word and also 
indicate a connection to other documents, we need to extract 
the information around the trigger word. wormation extrac- 
tion is a well defined research area, and there are many tech- 
niques that we can apply to solve the trigger word problem. 
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